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This paper makes a study of a three-phase disk type synchronous 8 pair-pole generator with axial 

magnetic field and rare earth magnets. The generator consists of one rotor with sixteen rare earth 

magnets and two stators with twenty four windings each, connected in a star, eight in a phase. A 

preliminary obtained expression for calculating the e.m.f. in a winding is used initially, where the 

geometric dimensions of the generator, the materials it is made of, as well as the parameters of both 

its windings and its rare earth magnets have been taken into consideration. Then the equivalent 

parameters of the two stators, connected in parallel, are found. By means of the obtained model the 

phase voltages of the model structure at idle running are calculated. Then a three-phase symmetric 

active load, also connected in a star, is added to the equivalent circuit, and the output electrical 

parameters are calculated – the phase voltages on the three-phase load and the currents through it, as 

well as the emitted full r.m.s.value. Experimental studies of the output electrical parameters of the 

considered three-phase generator under the modes of idle running and at an active three-phase load 

have been conducted with both stators connected in parallel. The basic output characteristics, 

obtained from the model, have been compared to those, from the conducted experimental 

measurements. 
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Introduction  

The three-phase generators with permanent 
magnets and axial magnetic field are with a simple, 
reliable and easy to manufacture construction and high 
power per unit of weight. Their other advantages are 
the absence of excitation winding and current, which 
leads to high efficiency in operation. In recent times 
high power rare earth magnets NdFeB are used in 
their rotors, what additionally improves their 
characteristics [1]. 

The advantages of the three-phase axial generators 

with permanent magnets to the single-phase ones 
consist in the fact that the generated power is 
distributed in the three phases, what leads to lower 
phase voltages and lower currents.  

The magnetic attraction between the rotor and the 
stator is avoided in these machines and thus the 
resistive moment is decreased. Due to the lack of 
losses in the core, these machines are much more 
efficient than the conventional ones [2].  

An axial three-phase generator with permanent 
magnets is modeled in [3], an expression of the 
induced e.m.f. in one of the stator phases is given and 
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an equivalent circuit is offered, taking into account the 
three-phase generator, the connecting cable, the 
rectifier and the accumulator batteries.  

A three-phase generator with permanent magnets, 
consisting of two rotors with 8 magnets in each of 
them and a stator with 6 windings /two for each phase/  
is modeled in [4]. An expression for the induced e.m.f 
in one of the stator windings is obtained and an 
equivalent circuit for one of the phases, with an 
accumulator battery connected to it, is worked out. 

A three-phase generator with permanent magnets 
and axial magnetic field, consisting of two stators 
connected in parallel /star-star/ with 12 windings and 
two rotors with 16 magnets in each, is studied in [5].  

In [6] an expression is obtained for the full r.m.s. 
value of the e.m.f. of a winding from the 
corresponding section in a three-phase generator with 
rare earth magnets and axial magnetic field. The 
expression takes into consideration the geometric 
dimensions of the generator, the parameters of its 
windings and its permanent magnets, the number of 
pole pairs, as well as its revolutions per minute. 

This paper models and studies a low power three-
phase synchronous 8 pair-pole generator with axial 
magnetic field, created by the rare earth magnets in is 
rotor. The stators have eight windings per phase each 
(connected in a star) and work in parallel.  

Exposition  

Fig. 1 shows the construction scheme of the 
considered two-stator three-phase generator with a 
view from the left, where the following notations are 
used: 1 - the aluminum rotor;  2 – the rare earth 
magnets; 3 – the windings for section A and section B 
of the generator; 4 – the steel stators, and 5 – the shaft 
of the rotor. 

Fig. 2 presents a top view of the construction 
scheme of the generator and the magnetic circuit.    
The magnet reluctances of both the air gap BRµ  and 

the steel stator Rµ are presented in the two figures 
by a dotted line.  

By means of the basic laws of electromagnetic 
fields an expression for the r.m.s. value of the e.m.f. in 
a stator winding is obtained [6]: 
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where:   W     is the number of turns in a winding;  
mB     -  the maximum value of the magnetic 

induction of the magnets; 

       - the number of the pole pairs of the 
generator; 

l          - the length of the average magnetic 
line of force; 

l       - the length of the air gap; 
l      - the length of the magnetic line of 

force through the steel stator; 
 n  -   the revolutions per minute of the 

generator; 
rµ  -  the relative magnetic permeability of the 

steel stators; 
S   - the cross-section of the stator used for 

defining the magnetic reluctance; 
S   - the cross-section of the air used for 

defining the magnetic reluctance. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 

 

 

 
  
    
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Constructive scheme of the two-stator three-

phase generator, view from the left.  

Fig. 2. Constructive scheme of part of the 

generator, top view.   
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   Since each phase in both stators consists of eight 
connected in series windings, then the full r.m.s. value 
of the phase e.m.f. for each stator will be equal to  
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(3)  l l l= +  . 
 

Thus the final expression for the full r.m.s. value 
for the corresponding phase is obtained, in which the 
following parameters have been taken into account: 
the geometric dimensions of the generator, the 
parameters of its windings and permanent magnets, 
the number of pole pairs of the generator and its 
revolutions per minute.  

The full magnetic reluctance here is obtained from 
an equivalent magnetic circuit, fig. 3, and it is equal to 
the sum of: the air magnetic reluctances for stator A - 

BRµ
′ , stator B - BRµ

′′ , and the magnetic reluctance of 

the steel stator Rµ  

(4)  2. 2. 2.B BR R R Rµ µ µ µ
′ ′′= + +   , 

 

while the absolute permeability µ is the product of 
the air permeability 0µ and the relative permeability 
of the corresponding material rµ  

(5)  0. rµ µ µ=    . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The magnetic reluctances are respectively equal to  
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The permanent magnets are presented by their 
parallel equivalent circuit, consisting of a generator of 
flux r(t) and its magnetic conductivity MGµ  
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The magnetic flux in a short circuit can be 
calculated in the following way: 
 
(8)   . .r r mB SΦ =

 
 

The magnetic flux through the air gap and the 
windings of the generator is (t)=0,8. r(t)  [7].  Fig. 4 presents the electrical circuits of the 
connected in parallel phases А` and А``of the two 
stators and their equivalent circuit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 

After converting the two real sources of voltage – 
the two phases of the generator А` и А``, connected in 
parallel (fig.4) – into two real sources of electricity, 
and after finding their equivalent parameters and 
converting them again into a real source of voltage, it 
is obtained that  
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Fig. 3. Equivalent magnetic circuit. 

Fig.4. Electrical circuits of the connected in parallel 

phases А` and А``of the two stators and their 

equivalent circuit.  
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Hence, the equivalent e.m.f. is equal to the 
electromotive voltages of the two phases А` and А``, 
and the equivalent active resistance and inductivity are 
twice less than those for the corresponding phase.  

Investigation of the three-phase synchronous 

generator at idle running. 

The phase voltages at idle running in case of both 
stators connected in parallel can be calculated by 
using (2), fig. 4.  

The r.m.s. value of the output voltage at idle 
running is equal to the phase e.m.f. of the generator 

(9)       П AO AU U Е= =  . 

Fig. 5 presents the phase voltage at idle running for 
phase A, calculated by means of the model, as well as  
the measured phase voltage for the prototype of the 
generator, for a range of revolutions per minute from 
0 to 1000 min-1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The maximum relative and fiducial errors at idle 
running in the case of having the stators connected in 
parallel (fig. 5) are correspondingly δmax=19,8%  and 
γmax=5,1%. The fiducial error is much smaller due to 
the fact that the bigger differences between the 
measured and calculated voltage at idle running are at 
low revolutions per minute within the range from 100 
to 300 min-1. 

Investigation of the three-phase synchronous 

generator at active load 

By using (2) and the obtained equivalent 
parameters for phase A (8) and the electrical 
connection of the star-star type of the phases “A” and 
“a” of the generator and the load (fig. 6), the required 

phase current and voltage on the active load, as well 
as the consumed r.m.s. in it, are calculated. In this 
case the three-phase active load, connected in a star, 
has active resistances RT =2Ω and RT =5Ω. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With the help of the second law of Kirchhoff the 
effective value of the phase current in phase A is 
found  
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Thus the r.m.s. values of the phase voltage on the 
active load and the r.m.s, consumed in it, for phase A 
can be defined 
 
(11)  , .ao T A A ao AU R I P U I′ ′= =   . 
 

In this case the reaction of the armature current is 
not taken into account because of the comparatively 
big air gap.  

Since the three-phase generator and the star-star 
connected load are symmetrical, then the full 
consumed power in the load is equal to  

(12)  3. .AP P=    

Figures 7, 8 and 9 present the currents, calculated 
by means of the model, as well as those, measured for 
the crafted generator for phase A at active load, 
connected in a star, with resistances RT =2Ω и RT =5Ω. 
 

Fig. 6. Equivalent scheme phase A of the two stators 

in parallel with a connected active load. 

Fig. 5  Phase voltages at idle running of both the model 

and the generator for phase A.  
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The next two figures present the calculated by 
means of the model phase voltages for phase A on 
active load, connected in a star, as well as the 
corresponding phase voltages, measured for the 
prototype of the generator at resistances RT =2Ω and 
RT =5Ω. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  Figures 11 and 12 present the full r.m.s. values, 
calculated by the model and measured for the crafted 
generator at active load, connected in a star, with 
resistances RT =2Ω and RT =5Ω. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
    

Table 1 gives the maximum relative and fiducial 
errors at connected symmetrical active loads of RT=2Ω 
and RT =5Ω. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Phase currents of both the model and the 

generator for phase A at a symmetrical active load 

RT =2Ω.  

Fig. 8. Phase currents of the model and the generator 

for phase A at a symmetrical active load RT =5Ω 

Fig. 9.  Phase voltages of both the model and the 

generator for phase A at a symmetrical load  RT =2Ω. 

Fig. 10.  Phase voltages of both the model and the 

generator for phase A at a symmetrical load RT =5Ω. 

Fig.11. Full r.m.s. of both the model and the generator at 

a symmetrical active load RT =2Ω. 

Fig. 12. Full r.m.s. of both the model and the generator at 

a symmetrical active load RT =5Ω. 
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Table1 
Maximum relative and fiducial errors  

 RT =2Ω RT =5Ω 

 IA Uao` P IA Uao` P 

δmax,  % 7,3 16,5 11,9 5,3 16,9 11,6 
γmax,  % 2,4 5,4 1,3 1,6 5,8 1,1 

 
The calculated maximum relative and fiducial 

errors for the developed mathematical model at active 
load are below 17% and they are at the low revs - 
within the range 0-300 revolutions per minute, when 
the synchronous velocity of 375 min-1 for a 8-pole-
paired generator is not achieved. The fiducial errors 
for the mathematical model are below 6%, since the 
big differences between the measured and calculated 
quantities are at the low revolutions per minute within 
the range 0 до 300 min-1. 

Conclusion  

From the developed model and from the 
measurements of the three-phase synchronous 8 pair-
pole generator with axial magnetic field and rare earth 
magnets the following basic conclusions can be drawn 
up:  

1. The equivalent electrical parameters of the 
connected in parallel two stators of the three-phase 
synchronous 8 pair-pole generator have been obtained. 

2. The obtained model simulates with good 
precision the work of the studied prototype of a 
generator, wherein the maximum relative and fiducial 
errors at idle running with the two stators connected in 
parallel are respectively δmax=16,9%  and γmax=5,8%. 

3. The maximum relative errors for the 
developed mathematical model at active load are 
below 17% and they are observed at low revs - within 
the range 0 – 300 revolutions per minute, when the 
synchronous velocity is not achieved. The fiducial 
errors for the mathematical model at active load are 
lower than 6%, since the big difference between the 
measured and the calculated quantities can be 
observed at low revolutions per minute within the 
range 0-300 min-1. 

4. In order to reduce the maximum relative error, 
as well as the fiducial error, it is necessary to take into 
consideration the asymmetries in the process of 
making the prototype of the generator, as well as the 
chatter in the rotor during its rotation.  

5. The phase currents, voltages and r.m.s. power, 
obtained by means of the model, are always higher 
than the corresponding measurements for the crafted 
generator, what is due to the asymmetries in the 
location of the magnets in the rotor and of the 
windings in the stator.  

6. The phase currents and the voltages on the 
active symmetrical load, calculated by means of the 
model, and the corresponding ones, measured for the 
crafted generator, depend linearly on the revolutions 
per minute.  

7. When the air gap is reduced, part of the 
magnet reluctances decrease and this could lead to 
improvement of the output electrical parameters of the 
generator.  

8. Both the measured and the calculated phase 
currents at active load, connected in a star, with 
resistances RT =2Ω, are twice bigger than those at a 
load RT =5Ω. 

9. Both the measured and the calculated full 
r.m.s. at active load, connected in a star, with 
resistances RT =2Ω, are approximately 1,5 times 
higher than those at a load RT =5Ω. 
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